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Abstract

The paper presents the problems and the current status m oscillatory

reflood modeling with the CATHARE code. The physical models used in CATHARE

for reflood modeling predicted globally very well the forced reflood experiments.

Significant drawbacks existed in predicting experiments with oscillatory flow

(both forced and gravity driven). First, the more simple case of forced flow

oscillations was analysed. Modeling improvements within the reflooding package

resolved the problem of quench front blockages and unphysical oscillations. Good

agreement with experiment for the ERSEC forced oscillations reflood tests is now

obtained. For gravity driven reflood CATHARE predicted sustained flow oscillations

during 100 - 150 s after the start of reflood. whereas in the experiment flow

oscillations were observed only during 25 • 30 s. Possible areas of modeling

improvements are identified and several new correlations are suggested. The first

test calculations of the BETHSY test 6.7A4 have shown that the oscillations are

mostly sensitive to beat flux modeling downstream of the quench front. A much

better agreement between CATHARE results and the experiment was obtained.

However, further effort is necessary to obtain globally satisfactory predictions of

gravity driven system reflood tests.

1. Introduction

*
Several system effects tests such as BETHSY. FLECHT.SET and Achilles have

reported violent oscillations at the onset of reflood during a large break Loss Of

Coolant Accident (LOCA). As an example, for 3ETHSY test 6.7A4 the average core

inlet water flowrate is 15 k g / m 2 s with instantaneous values as high as



1000kg/m" s. These oscillations result from the dynamic coupling between the

downcomer head and the pressure buildup in the core due to vapor generation.

When the low temperature water from the accumulator enters the core a burst of

vapor is generated and U tube type manometer oscillations are initiated between

the core and the downcomer with a large amplitude and a period of 3 to 4 seconds.

Numerous experimental programs have been developed to investigate

re flood mechanisms but model development has concentrated on constant flow

rate tests to understand two-phase flow and heat transfer phenomena that take

place in the core. As part of the CATHARE code development and validation

programs the Pericles tests have been used extensively. The quality of CATHARE

predictions for constant flowrate tests such as Pericles and ERSEC is very high as

presented by Barre et al. [1] . Dor and Geffraye [2].

Recent BETHSY system calculations (Fornaciari and Bazin [3]) showed that

the duration of the oscillatory phase was largely overpredicted and the resulting

oscillatory flow conditions have been found to seriously degrade the quench front

propagation. Similar stepwise progress of the quench front was observed in the

CATHARE simulations of the ERSEC forced oscillation tests. Surprisingly, quench

front blockages occured even in the calculations of constant reflooding flowrate

tests at 1 bar (e.g. ERSEC 5100. 2513b).

In some of the large-break LOCA system calculations, CATHARE predicts a

few violent oscillations at the onset of reflood with a large amount of liquid

passing through the core and carried over to the upper plenum and further. This

liquid is vaporized on the hot structures and the resulting pressure increase can

push the liquid back into the downcomer and out by the break, thus losing it

definitively for core cooling. As a consequence, the predicted cladding

temperatures are very high. However, such a behavior is not necessarily

unphysical. This phenomenon was actually observed in the BETHSY large-break

LOCA test 6.7Al where the structures in the upper plenum and in the hot legs were

heated to 250 0C (Fornaciari and Bazin [3]). For the BETHSY test 6.7A4 these

structures were heated only to 200 0C in order to represent correctly the total

stored energy. As a resuit (he experimental quench front progression was

monotonous and the peak cladding temperatures -did not exceed 760 0C. This

experimental observation demonstrates the great importance of correct prediction

of the amplitude, frequency and dampening out of the oscillations in reflooding

for safety calculations.



The purpose of this paper is to address the problems related to oscillatory

reflood and to propose modeling changes necessary to improve CATHARE

predictions under these conditions. First, the constant and oscillating flowrate

ERSEC low pressure tests calculations were analyzed in detail. Modeling

improvements within the CATHARE reflooding package resolved the problem of

quench front blockages in these calculations and in oscillatory reflood

calculations in general. Considerable modifications in the physical models

downstream of the quench front in high flowrate oscillatory conditions are

necessary to improve the predicting capabilities of CATHARE in gravity driven

system reflooding. A critical review of possible models improvements is presented,

nevertheless only a few changes have so far been implemented in CATHARE and

compared with the standard BETHSY test 6.7A4 calculations.

2. Forced oscillations reflood experiments

In order to isolate the hydraulic response of the core from system effects,

forced oscillations reflood experiments have been carried out in tube and rod

bundle geometries.

Reflood experiments in a 6x6 rod bundle with oscillatory flow conditions

were conducted in the ERSEC test facility at the Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de

Grenoble (Clement et al. [4]). Only minor differences were found in both the

quench front progression and the peak clad temperature as compared to the

constant inlet flow test with the same net inlet flowrate. However, during the

oscillatory inlet flow test the bottom half of the bundle quenches slightly faster,

whereas at the upper elevations the quench front is delayed.

A comprehensive program was carried out at the University of California at

Berkeley (UCB) including reflood of a hot quartz tube for flow visualization. The

effects of oscillatory injection upon the flow regimes, void fraction and heat

transfer were presented by Kawaji et al. [S] and the effects upon the quench front

progression and the liquid carryover by Oh et al. [6]. The void fraction at the

quench front is the deciding factor for predict ..? the flow pattern as described by

Yadigaroglu et al. [7]. At low inlet liquid flowrate annular flow exists upstream of

the quench front and dispersed flow just downstream as shown in Figure 1. The

precursory cooling is weak and the quench fronf advances slowly. On the other

hand, if the coolant is injected rapidly and remains subcooled at the quench front.

an inverted annular flow regime is established downstream of the quench front.

As the vapor flowrate increases the liquid column breaks up into large slugs with

an aspect ratio of about 4-5 as noted by Kawaji and Banerjce [8]. Eventually, the



vapor flowrate is high enough to breakup the slugs into drops and the dispersed

flow film boiling regime is entered as presented in Figure I.

The low amplitude and short period oscillations ERSEC and UCB tests results

are in agreement, with the total quench time almost equal to the constant flowrate

case. However, for large amplitudes the quench time during the UCB tests could be

increased by as much as 100%. A similar behavior exists when increasing the

oscillation period leading to an increased quench time at the upper elevations.

These observations were explained in terms of the effect of the oscillations on the

liquid entrainment. Under oscillatory reflooding. the time averaged liquid

carryover was initially increased by as much as 50% improving the precursory

cooling and the quench front progression. However the liquid inventory

accumulates at a slower rate due to the enhanced liquid entrainment. retarding

the advancement of the quench front to the upper elevations.

3. ERSEC tests calculations

Contrary to excellent predictions of other forced re flood experiments, in

CATHARE V 1.3 problems were encountered in calculating the quench front

progression for the low pressure (0.1 MPa) ERSEC tests for both constant and

oscillating inlet flow. At low pressure the physical system is prone to exhibit

density wave type oscillations and small penurbations of different origins may be

sufficient to render it unstable. Pressure oscillations with a period of about 30

seconds were observed in the ERSEC constant low inlet flow tests whereas in

oscillating inlet flow tests the imposed oscillations did not let the natural

oscillations develop. Deruaz et al. [9].

We recall that the CATHARE quench front model uses a fine 2D mesh moving

along the wall with the quench front velocity. The burnout temperature is

imposed at the wall at the quench front level. This provides an additional

condition necessary to solve the energy equation within the fine mesh for the

temperature Held and the quench front velocity.

The empirical correlations used within the CATHARE reflooding package to

calculate the heat release in the vicinity of the quench front were developed on

the basis of forced «flood constant flowrate tests/at pressures exceeding 0.2 MPa.

Therefore, they may not be valid when the physical conditions (pressure, quality,

flowrate) change rapidly upstream of the quench front. Specifically, this is true

for the so called K2 correlation which takes into account the heat transfer

enhancement at the quench front and heat transfer in the transition boiling



region (Clement and Régnier [10J. Housiadas [III), Systematic application of the

donor cell concept and improved interpolation techniques for calculating the

main physical variables immediately upstream of the quench front together with

a modified correlation for the K2 model excluded any discontinuities in heat

release from the quench front region with rapid changes in inlet flowrate.

pressure or quality (Bartak [12]). In addition, the downstream temperature

boundarv condition for the moving mesh was modified to use a spline fit. This

provides a better estimate of the downstream temperature profile and minimizes

oscillations in the quench front velocity (and hence vapor generation rate) due to

this boundary condition. With these modeling improvements, the quench front

progression and cladding temperatures in the ERSEC low pressure tests are now

reasonably well predicted, both for constant and oscillating flowrate. Figure 2

shows the quench front progression for ERSEC 5100 (constant flowrate) and ERSEC

S007 (oscillating flowrate) calculated with the original and modified re flooding

package. It should be noted that with the modified package the predictions of the

other forced reflood tests (Pericles. ERSEC p > 0.1 MPa) are as good as before

(Bartak [12]).

A. BETHSY reflood test 6.7A4

BETHSY is an integral test facility whose purpose is to investigate

Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) accidents and also to contribute to the CATHARE

code assessment. The large break LOCA BETHSY test 6.7A4 has been conducted to

investigate the system effects on reflood transients. The circuit is initially filled

with vapor and the clad temperatures increase adiabatically. After the

accumulators opening, at the onset of reflood. large pressure and mass flowrate

peaks appear. The pressure difference in the core. Figure 3. revealed that four

large oscillations had occured before a uniform reflood process was established at

about 80 s into the transient. The CATHARE prediction shows significant

oscillations of pressure difference in the core persisting until 200 seconds of the

transient. The oscillation amplitude corresponds to water level variations of about

I m, the period is 3-4 s. The average pressure drop in the core is. however.

predicted reasonably well. A very similar behavior was observed in the TRAC-

PF1/M0D1 simulation of the same experiment (Sauvage et al. [13]}. Significant

discrepancy appeared between CATHARE predictions and the measured quench

front progression during the oscillatory phase as shown in Figure 4. even though

the peak clad temperatures were well predicted. There are different forces that

may cause the liquid flow to oscillate: the head of liquid contained between the

liquid levels in the downcomer and in the core, the fluid pressure acting in the



core above the rising liquid level, the inertia of the liquid flowing into the core,

friction and other hydraulic losses experienced by the liquid. A complex

interaction of system effects (liquid head in the downcomer. steam binding) and

local phenomena downstream of the quench front (heat transfer, interfacial

friction, liquid entrainment) determines the resulting amount of liquid in the

core, the period, amplitude and damping of the flow oscillations. The much greater

accumulation of liquid in the upper plenum in CATHARE simulation compared to

the experiment (Fornaciari and Bazin [3]) indicates that the entrainment rate

downstream of the quench front was greatly overestimated. Through a sensitivity

study. Boisadam [14] concluded that the heat release from the upper plenum

structures was overestimated by CATHARE, but played a role only in the initial

large oscillations. More important, it was concluded that the persistence of the

oscillations was directly related to the heat transfer downstream of the quench

front. Thus, it seems that the vapor generation rate downstream of the quench

front provided the driving force that kept the oscillations from dampening out.

5. Investigation of possible physical models improvements

A critical review of the possible physical models improvements for

CATHARE is divided into three sections: interfacial friction modeling, wall heat

transfer modeling and interface heat transfer modeling. The derivation and the

independent assessment of the models are not presented but the data sources are

identified. Some models have been subsequently implemented and tested in

CATHARE. This work is still in progress and only the first test calculations of the

BETHSY large break reflood test 6.7A4 simulation are presented.

S.I Interfacial Friction Modeling

S. 1.1 Inverted annular flow regime

From the CCTF and SCTF experience and analysis of the Winfrtth post-CHF

heat transfer tests (Savage et al. [15]), and the delta-P data from the Pericles

reflood tests (Veteau et al. [16]), it appears that the most important regimes to

model are the inverted slug and dispersed flow regimes. Only in cases of high

subcooling is the inverted annular regime considered to be dominant, and as new

large-scale system data has shown (Yadigaroglu et al. [7]). the core inlet

temperature is only expected to be slightly subcooled due to large condensation

rates during the refill period and stratification in the lower plenum.



Consequently, the inverted annular regime does not need to be explicitly included

in the interfacial friction package.

5.1.2 Inverted slug flow regime

An analysis of the Winfrith tests lead to the conclusion that the interfacial

shear in !,e inverted slug regime was much higher than can be accounted for if

one assumes a reasonable geometry for liquid slugs and that the vapor is the

continuous field. This regime is considered to consist of large liquid slugs and

droplets and be highly chaotic in nature. The vapor velocity is insufficient to

carry up the slugs, so they are catapulted upwards by a burst of vapor generation

and then settle back, increasing the local liquid fraction and precipitating the

next burst of vapor. The time average void fraction behavior of this regime

resembles that of slug flow. Indeed, a modified form of the drift flux correlation

for slug flow was found to be applicable,

g 4p

b
where the distribution parameter. C0 , is unity. The leading coefficient is strictly

applicable only to inverted slug flow in tubes. Interestingly, the above formula is

very close to a drift flux correlation proposed by Bestion [17] for rod bundles at

flow conditions typical of boil off or end-of-reflood. For inverted slug flow in rod

bundles, we expect to modify the leading coefficient based on CATHARE

simulations of the Pericles tests.

S. 1.3 Dispersed flow regime

For the dispersed flow regime, the most critical parameter is the droplet size.

Scant experimental data on droplet diameter under reflood conditions suggest a

strong pressure dependence. For example, the tube reflood data of Ardron and Hall

[18] at a pressure of 1 bar. have an average Sauter mean diameter of about 4 mm.

the Achilles rod bundle tests (Dore and Dhuga [19]) at a pressure of 2 bar have an

average Sauter mean diameter of about 2.1 mm and measured drop diameters for

the FLECHT-SEASET test at 2.8 bar. (Lee et al. [20]). were in the range 0.3 to l.S mm.

Neither the current CATHARE reflood drop diameter correlation nor that proposed

by Kataoka et al. [21] displays a strong enough pressure dependence.

In order to extend the drop diameter data base, the Winfrith tests were

analyzed using both interfacial friction and interfacial heat transfer methods to



infer a drop diameter. The interfacial friction method was considered to provide a

lower bound, while the interfacial heat transfer method was believed to provide a

more realistic estimate of the diameter. The good agreement, observed between the

diameters measured in the Achilles tests and the diameters inferred from the

Winfrith tests at the same pressure, allows one to use the interfacial heat transfer

approach to extend the pressure range of drop diameter data. However, one should

bear in mind that this approach is approximate at best.

The low pressure data exhibit a strong pressure dependence as noted above,

but the high pressure inferred data are relatively insensitive, falling from a

value of 0.6 mm at 10 bar to 0.53 mm at 20 bar. To attempt to explain this behavior,

it was hypothesized that the drop diameter is controlled by two different

mechanisms: the breakup of the large liquid slugs by vapor generation due to

wall-slug collisions, active at low pressure, and an aerodynamic mechanism

(Kataoka et al. [21]), active at higher pressure. The hypothesis of slug breakup due

to wall heat transfer is consistent with Laverty and Rohsenow's [22] observation

that their droplet size data correlated primarily with the wall heat flux. For slug

breakup, a critical Weber number approach is used with the characteristic

relative velocity related to the minimum film boiling heat flux. The resulting

expression for the Sauter mean diameter due to slug breakup is,

t
• 3

D., =1.05 10 (r^zl I-^T-51I (2)

where the leading coefficient was adjusted to match the Achilles data, as this is

considered to be the most reliable droplet data available. Similarly, the coefficient

in the model of Kataoka et al. [21] for the maximum stable drop size in churn

turbulent flow was modified to match the inferred value at 20 bar. The Sauter

mean diameter due to this process is.

I. I

with

N.
JiV

(4 )



and the diameter in reflood is taken to be the maximum of the values from two

expressions. The implicit assumption is thai if a slug has already broken up via the

aerodynamic mechanism, it will not break up further due to wall collisions.

5.1.4 Entrainment model

Now that the drop diameter has been specified, the fraction of the liquid

entrained remains to be determined. For this purpose, a droplet size distribution is

integrated up to the maximum diameter that can be carried over to determine the

fraction of liquid entrained, as suggested by Kawaji and Banerjee [23]. The first

step in this process was to generate the distribution parameters needed to describe

the Achilles data with the upper limit log normal distribution of Mugele and Evans

[24]. The maximum entrainable droplet diameter can be related to the ratio of the

vapor superficial velocity to the critical value of the superficial velocity needed to

just lift a drop with the Sauter mean diameter. The resulting function for liquid

entrainment is extremely well correlated by

• sin
I-9fl.282fr

i—V 0.6631 (5)
L Verity J

5.1.5 [nterfacial shear stress

The interfacial friction force downstream of a quench front is taken to be

the sum of that for inverted slug flow and that for dispersed flow weighted by the

entrainment fraction.

Tj=(l-E)t i s + ETdf (6)

In the inverted slug regime, the model described by Birchley [25] is

suggested and the dispersed flow regime interfacial friction can be calculated

from the standard CATHARE correlation described by Bestion [17]. For the normal

flow regimes, upstream of a quench front, the standard CATHARE interfacial

friction model adds the contributions from the bubbly-churn turbulent and the

annular flow regimes. This procedure was found to overestimate the interfacial

friction (Kelly & Freitas [26]). resulting in too little liquid accumulation below the

quench front. The simple additive approach used the standard CATHARE model has

two advantages, it provides a continuous description of the interfacial friction and

a flow regime transition criteria is not needed.. To improve the predictions but

retain these advantages, the interfacial friction force upstream of a quench front

is taken to be the maximum of that given by the bubbly-churn turbulent

correlation and that given by the annular flow correlation.



5.2 Wall Heat Transfer Modeling

Data from both the Winfrith post-CHF heat transfer tests and the Pericles

reflood tests have been used to improve the CATHARE models. The suggested

modifications of the film boiling heat transfer models are described below.

S.2.1 Dispersed flow film boiling

In CATHARE, the vapor forced convective heat transfer coefficient is

calculated from the Dittus-Boelter correlation (Bestion [17]). Enhancement of the

convective component due to the dispersed phase has been observed in reflood

tests by Lee et al. [20] (FLECHT-SEASET) and Clare and Fairbairn [27]. Two

mechanisms have been proposed to account for the observed enhancement, an

increase of the overall turbulence level due to interfacial shear and the presence

of low-temperature heat transfer sinks (the droplets) within the superheated

vapor.

The "far field" Webb and Chen [28] model was developed from data of film

boiling in tubes and includes correlations for both the convective heat transfer

coefficient and for the enhancement due to the presence of droplets. The proposed

mechanism for the observed enhancement was the droplets action as distributed

heat transfer sinks and a "sink function" was determined. The functional

dependencies of the sink term were determined from a statistical analysis and not

from phenomenological considerations.

In air-particle heat transfer tests in a 4-rod bundle. Kianjah et al. [29] found

a significant effect of particle size. Their results were correlated using a particle

volume fraction, calculated assuming the particles had reached their terminal

velocity and the ratio of the Grashoff number to the square of the vapor Reynolds

number,

(7)

where 4* is the ratio of two-phase to single-phase heat transfer. The values of the

coefficient. A, and the exponent. B. were found f to be significantly different for

particles of 30 fini and 100 um diameter. Interestingly, the Webb-Chen sink

function gives enhancement values very close to those obtained using the 100 um

air-particle correlation, which primarily results from enhancement of the

turbulence level.

10



Clare and Fairbairn [27] developed a model using a momentum-heat

transfer analogy and represented the enhancement of convective heat transfer

due to "rough walls" by the relationship,

rough
h ~ V f

smooth V smooth

For dispersed flow, the interfacial shear stress is added to the wall shear

stress to produce an effective rough wall friction factor. The resulting two-phase

heat transfer enhancement is.

(9)

This formula yields larger values of the enhancement factor at the core

mid-plane, where the drops are just beginning to be accelerated, and smaller

values at the upper elevations, where the drops have almost reached their

terminal velocity, in accordance with the observations of the FLECHT-SEASET tests.

5.2.2 Inverted annular/slug flow film boiling

In the heat transfer package used in the standard version of CATHARE, the

film boiling heat transfer is taken to be the maximum calculated from single-

phase convection (forced or natural) and inverted annular film boiling. For

inverted annular film boiling the correlation due to Berenson [301 is used with

modifiers for subcooling and void effects as suggested by Groeneveld [31].

q- .. =V(I-o) /1+0.025 AT u^qt (10)

with

where hv . r is the heat transfer coefficient from the original Berenson

correlation. Data from both the Winfritb post-CHF hrat transfer tests (tube

geometry) and the Pericles reflood tests (rod bundle geometry) were used to assess

the appropriateness of the above formulation.

Steady state film boiling tests were conducted at Winfrith using the hot

patch technique. In addition to local measurements of the tube wall temperature.

the cross-section avenged value of the void fraction was measured at three axial

U



elevations using gamma densitometers. The system pressure was varied from 2 to

20 bar, the mass flux varied from 50 to 2000 kg/m2/s. and the inlet subcooling was

in the range of 5 to 150C. Due to temperature operating limits, the entire range of

mass fluxes was only tested at pressures of 2 and 5 bar. however, this provides

exactly the data base needed to assess the effect of mass flux on film boiling heat

transfer at reflood conditions. Similarly, the relatively low inlet subcooling is in

keeping with the data obtained in large system effects tests. The examination of

the Winfrith data reveals that.

-the inverted annular regime, a < 0.3. existed over only a small fraction of

the test section;

-the inverted slug regime. 0.3 < a < 0.8. could occupy a significant fraction of

the test section, and the heat transfer in this regime is only weakly

dependent on void fraction but strongly dependent on mass flux:

• the enhancement of the film boiling heat transfer downstream of the

dryout location was significant (on the order of 40%) but existed only over a

distance of about 20 cm.

The persistence of the inverted slug regime up to void fractions as high as

0.8 and the observed insensitivity of the heat transfer to void fraction, lead to the

supposition that this regime could be modeled as a combination of forced

convection to the vapor and a component due to "impacts" between the liquid slugs

and the wall. To model the heat transfer due to these "impact", one must consider

both the heat transfer under the slug during the impact and the time-averaged

fraction of the wall covered by the liquid.

For the heat transfer resulting from wall-drops impacts in dispersed flow

film boiling, Forslund and Rohsenow [32] used a modified form of the Bromley [33]

correlation with the characteristic length scale replaced by the drop diameter. As

the liquid slugs are expected to have a length on the order of the tube diameter,

the appropriate length scale has been assumed to be that of the wavelength

resulting from the Taylor-Helmholtz instability. Then, the film boiling heat

transfer beneath a slug can be represented by the Berenson correlation.

where Jj is the time-averaged fraction of the surface covered by the liquid slugs.

From the Winfrith test data, this fraction was determined to be a function of the

12



liquid mass flux and was correlated in terms of a liquid Reynolds number,

computed as if the liquid were flowing alone in the tube.

S=0.013Rc, 0 - 3 5 4 . ,13)

The Pericles data suggest that the above form is appropriate for rod bundles

except that the magnitude must be increased by a factor of two.

S.2.3 Heat transfer enhancement downstream of the quench front

To predict the correct cooldown rate for the rods, and hence the correct

quench time, it is important to model the heat transfer enhancement that occurs

just downstream of the quench front. In the film boiling region, as the rods cool

down, the surface heat flux decrease as the minimum film boiling point is

approached. Consequently, the predicted cooldown rate of the rods decreases and

the temperature versus time curves flatten out. This behavior is not observed in

reflood experiments, rather, the cooldown rate remains essentially constant or

even increases as the quench front approaches. Thus, it becomes imperative to

introduce a heat transfer enhancement that is a function of the distance from the

quench front.

This phenomenon was recognized early in the CATHARE program and a

correlation was proposed by Juhel [34] based on the results of the ERSEC tube

reflood tests. In these tests, the void fraction at the quench front was very high

(on the order of 0.9S), and consequently. JuneTs model correlates the

enhancement that was observed relative to considering the heat transfer as that

due solely to dispersed flow (convection to vapor and radiation to drops only).

In recent calculations of Pericles forced reflood tests it was observed that

both the magnitude and the extent of the heat transfer enhancement was

overpredicted. The flow regime downstream of the quench front is not always

dispersed flow, as assumed in the original development of the model. This is

especially true in the case of gravity driven reflood tests were very low voids

occur downstream of the quench front in the beginning of «flooding. Here the

large overprediction of the enhancement term (and thus of vapor generation

rate) is probably the principal reason for the persistence of oscillations. The new

enhancement model must be capable of predicting the enhancement for all

possible flow regimes occuring downstream of the quench front. Yadigaroglu and

Yu [3SJ proposed an empirical formula to account for this enhancement

13



•A AZ .
h ( z ) * h o c v. (H)

The coefficient hQ is a complicated function of the reflood rate, the quench

front velocity, and the equilibrium quality just downstream of the quench front.
The exponent A is a function of the reflood rate and the equilibrium quality just
upstream of the quench front. Consequently, this model, though appearing
simple, is not easily implemented in CATHARE.

Webb and Chen [28] proposed a "near field" vapor generation model to
account for the enhanced vapor generation they observed just downstream of the
dryout point. They postulated a mechanism of liquid-wall contacts driven by the
sputtering action at the CHF location. Based on physical arguments, this enhanced
heat transfer was assumed to have dependencies upon the wall superheat, distance
from the dryout point, and the liquid mass flux. Thus, based on steady state film
boiling tests, they correlated the near field vapor generation rate as.

To provide continuity at the quench front, the value of F0 was taken to the

vapor generation rate in the nucleate boiling region just upstream of the quench
front, and they noted that this value may be different than the value at the CHF
location. The empirical constant. C. was determined to be independent of pressure
and have a value of 0.0016 (kg/m2/s/°C). The simple form of this model is
appealing, however, the choice of a value for the vapor generation rate upstream
of the quench front is not at all obvious for a reflood simulation and makes
application of this formula suspect.

The enhancement can be also expressed as an entrance region effect. The

him boiling heat transfer is multiplied by the entrance enhancement factor.

F-I+Af-") (16)( Ĥ \*

or
AZflf

F-I + Be 1 V (17)
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5.2.4 Total heat transfer downstream of the quench front

The total convective wall-to-fluid heat flux downstream of the quench front
is taken as the sum of the film boiling term. qf. (Eq. (12)). and the forced

convection term qfc weighted by a linear function of the void fraction.

i f a < a . w = i
Ia

( adf- a \
< 1 8 )

dr iay

if a >adf w =o

where a J a =0.3 and a d f = 0.85. The total wall-to-fluid heat flux is.

where qf. and q are the radiation heat fluxes to the liquid and to the vapor

respectively (Bestion [17]).

5.3 Interfacial heat transfer modeling

Here, a weighted sum of the pure inverted annular interfacial and the
dispersed flow interfacial heat flux is suggested. The weighting function W is

given by Eq. (18). The interfaciai area density in inverted annular flow is.

in dispersed flow,

a d f . ^ . ( 2 . )

The interfacial beat flux from the inverted annular flow is taken from the

correlation for vapor flow in a pipe,

^ a i a ( T v - TJat) (22)

where Re.
Pv I V

V uv
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In dispersed flow the standard CATHARE correlation (see Bestion [17]) is

u s e d .

, 2 3 )

Py | V v • V l l Dd
where Re. = .

6. Results of test calculations of the BETHSY rcflood experiment 6.7A.A

As a first step, the test was calculated only with the modifications in the

«flooding package described in part 3. These modifications resolved the problem

of quench front blockages and oscillations in the forced oscillating retlood ERSEC

tests. For BETHSY test 6.7A4 the prediction of the quench front progression was

improved but the problem of persisting oscillations was not resolved.

A detailed analysis of the oscillation period of vapor generation downstream

of the quench front has shown that the vapor generation rate was almost exactly

180 degrees out of phase with the liquid insurge. That is. the maximum in the

vapor generation rate was predicted to occur after the liquid had reversed and the

core had almost completely drained. Similarly, the minimum was predicted at

about the time of the peak liquid insurge. Important liquid entrainment occured

when the liquid column was slowing down and beginning to vaporize. The

entrained droplets were carried higher up to the hot part of the core. Their rapid

vaporization in this region caused a pressure increase just at the time when the

liquid column reversed. During the downstroke there was no liquid higher up in

the core and significant vapor superheats were calculated.

During the insurge phase of the liquid flow oscillation, the void fraction

downstream of the quench front was very low, usually less than 0.3 in several

meshes downstream, indicating an important column of liquid. Since important

emrainment was assumed to occur only for a > O.S. modifications in the entraiment

model and interfacial friction in the inverted' slug regime did not affect
significantly the result. In the inverted annular region (for a < 0.3). the CATHARE

annular flow (without entrainment) interfacial friction correlation was used

(Bestion [17]). It was assumed that there should be no significant difference

between the two regimes in terms of interfacial friction.
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The same conclusion can be drawn concerning the convective heai

transfer enhancement in the dispersed How region. Eq. (9). Consistently with the

results of Clare and Fairbairn [27], this term was not important enough to change

the qualitative behavior of the gravity driven retlood calculation. It will probably

prove useful as a final adjusting parameter.

The first test calculations have shown, as expected, that the magnitude and time

variation of the heat flux downstream of the quench front were largely

responsible for the oscillations. Inclusion of the liquid Reynolds number modifier

to the film boiling heat flux, as suggested in Eq. (13) permitted to significantly

reduce the duration of the oscillatory behavior, if the absolute value of liquid

velocity was used to calculate the Reynolds number, i.e. if the film boiling heat

transfer was equally efficient in an upstroke and in a downstroke. The calculation

was run with the Juhei enhancement term modified so that it is used only for a >

0.85. i.e. for voids within the experimental database. This assures consistency with

forced reflood experiment calculations (Pericles. ERSEC. FLECHT-SET). where voids

downstream of the quench front are generally high and the role of the

enhancement term is vital for correct quench front progression and wail

temperature predictions. For low void fractions, an enhancement factor based on

Eq. (17) was used with B=I. C=O. 1.

The calculated quench front level (Figure 4) is still slightly underpredicted

in the lower part of the core, indicating that the heat transfer just downstream of

the quench front is too low. The maximum temperatures and the turnaround times

are reasonably well predicted. In Figures 5 and 6. measured and calculated wall

temperatures at z=l. lm and z=l.4m are compared. The pressure difference in the

core for this calculation is shown in Figure 3. The oscillations are stopped at 100 s.

i.e. about 20 s later than in the experiment. After 80 s the calculated liquid

accumulation in the core is too high. Since the wall temperatures are reasonably

well predicted, high liquid accumulation in the core shows that the interfacial

friction in the inverted slug region and/or droplet carryover are probably still

underpredicted. Sensitivity calculations have shown, however, that the

oscillations as well as the amount of liquid in the core are much more sensitive to

modifications in the heat transfer models than to physically based changes in

interfacial friction modelling.

Even though the prediction improvement is significant, it is clear that the

physics downstream of the quencb front are still not modeled correctly. Further

investigations and sensitivity studies are currently under progress.
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7. Conclusion

The problems and results in oscillatory re flood modeling with the CATHARE

code are reported. The physical models used in CATHARE for reflood modeling

predicted globally very well the forced reflood experiments. However, significant

drawbacks existed in predicting experiments with oscillatory flow (both forced

and gravity driven). The problems were addressed in two steps. First, the more

simple case of forced flow oscillations was analysed. Modeling improvements

within the «flooding package resolved the problem of quench front blockages

and unphysical oscillations. Good agreement with experiment for the ERSEC forced

oscillations reflood tests is now obtained. The objective of the second step was to

improve the modeling downstream of the quench front in the case of gravity

driven reflood. Here CATHARE predicted sustained flow oscillations during 100 -

150 s after the start of reflood. whereas in the experiment flow oscillations were

observed only during 25 • 30 s. Possible areas of modeling improvements were

identified and the effort concentrated on explicit modeling of inverted

annular/slug and dispersed flow film boiling flow regimes. Several new

correlations were suggested based mainly on Winfrith steady state tube reflooding

data. Achilles and Pericles data. The first test calculations of the BETHSY test 6.7A4

demonstrated significant improvements in the predicting capabilities of CATHARE.

The most important problem areas were probably correctly identified. In

particular, the influence of the vaporization response time on the amplitude.

frequency and dampening out of the oscillations was clearly demonstrated.

However, further effort is still necessary to obtain globally satisfactory

predictions of gravity driven system reflood tests.
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Notations
a Void fraction
ctj Particule volume fraction
a d f Dispersed flow interfacial area density
a j a Inverted annular interfacial area density
C0 Drag coefficient
C0 Distribution parameter
AZ * Distance to the quench front
Dd Sauter mean diameter
Dpj Hydraulic diameter
E Entrainment fraction
F Entrance region enhancement as defined in Eq.(17)
f Friction factor
fw Wall friction factor
Gr Grashoff number
g Gravity constant
h Heat transfer coefficient
j Superficial velocity
j c r i t Critical superficial velocity

N Viscosity number as defined in Eq. (4)

|X V Gas viscosity
P r Prandlt number
q Heat flux
q b e r Berenson heat flux for film boiling
q d f v i Dispersed flow vapor to interface heat flux
q f b Film boiling heat flux
q f c Forced convection heat flux
q i a f b Inverted annular flow film boiling heat flux
l iavi Inverted annular flow vapor to interface heat flux
q i s f b Inverted slug flow film boiling heat flux
q r v Radiative heat flux to the gas
q r l Radiative heat flux to the liquid

q w Total heat flux from the wall
Re Reynolds number
pv Gas density
P1 Liquid density
a Surface tension
t d f Dispersed flow interfacial shear stress
tj Interfacial shear stress '
T- Inverted slug flow interfacial shear stress
T $ t t Saturation temperature
Ty Vapor temperature
V . Drift flux velocity
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V| Liquid velocity

Vv Vapor velocity

4* Dispersed flow heat transfer enhancement factor
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Figure 1 : Reflood flow regimes
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Figure 2 : ERSEC test 5100 and 5007 experimental and predicted quench front level
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Figure 3 : BETHSY test 6.7A4 experimental and predicted core pressure difference
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Figure 6 : BETHSY test 6.7A4 experimental and predicted wall temperature at zal.4m


